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This article provides an overview of working with Files in Canvas.

Files Basics
There are three ways you can distribute course materials via Canvas:
Files: Use this for class notes, slides, material produced by the instructor, publicly available articles.
Study.Net: Use this for copyrighted materials, such as business cases (see below for more details).
Course @ Penn Libraries: Use this for copyrighted materials already in the Library's databases.
You can use as many of these as you like, but a specific item should be shared by only one means. Example: An
article should not be shared both in Files and through Study.Net.
Course files can be viewed and downloaded by everyone in the course, butonly instructors and TAs can add
materials. You can move and reorganize or rename materials in Files, and preview them in the browser window
without downloading.

Downloading Files
Files can be downloaded in three ways:

Uploading Files
Press Upload to upload one or more files from your computer.

Replacing Files
Be careful with replacing any files that may have been linked to assignments. To replace a file without breaking any
links, make sure the replacement document has the same name and is in the same folder. You'll be asked if you
want to replace the existing file; if you do not confirm this, existing links will no longer work.

Restricting Access to Files and Folders
Unpublish files or restrict files to prevent student access. Scheduling files to become available on a certain date is
the best way to hide files for exams, as it does not generate a notification for students who have file notifications
enabled.

Note: If you upload a file or create a folder within an unpublished or restricted folder and then move the file or
folder to a published folder or main files structure, the file or folder will take on the publishing status of its new
location. To prevent this, update the publishing status of each file or folder before moving it.

Linking to Files

You can create a link in a page, assignment, or elsewhere in your course site, to material stored in Files.

Study.Net Materials
Although students access Study.Net materials through Canvas, Study.Net is a separate service that manages the
delivery of copyrighted materials. Learn more about using Study.Net.

Questions?
Email: courseware@wharton.upenn.edu

